THE INSATIABLE
DEMAND FOR FIBER
CABLE
AND WHY ALLOCATION WITH A DISTRIBUTOR IS
THE RIGHT CHOICE FOR YOUR BUSINESS

Over the past decade, high-speed fiber optic connections have become as critical a
resource as clean water and electricity. Both in the private and public sectors, concerns about
slow download times and insufficient internet connectivity mirror anxieties similar to those caused
by brownouts and water shortages. Exacerbating the demand for broadband services is the
long-term effect of COVID 19 and the move to working and learning remotely.
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A quick overview on the evolution of fiber optic
networks magnifies the immediacy of this issue.
For the last 20 years, telecommunications carriers
have built networks connecting major cities across
the country, as well as networks in and around
those same metro areas. But the advent of new
technology such as 5G, as well as consumer demand
for direct fiber optic connectivity to the home,
has further identified a technology divide that
has simply widened. Today, network providers
are scrambling to build new fiber infrastructure
across every Main Street, USA.

PENT-UP DEMAND
FOR FIBER IS
INCREASINGLY PUTTING

PRESSURE ON
THE SUPPLY
CHAIN.

As you know, fiber-optic cables are used to transmit
large volumes of data. This technology is often
considered superior to other types of cables that are
used to connect consumers to cable network services,
internet providers, wired telecommunications and
wireless carrier data centers to mobile cell towers (for
mobile phone service). Fiber-optic cable is considered
superior, since it can transmit a larger amount of data
more quickly than any other type of technology.
As the country embarks on this “last-mile” focus into
homes, the stress on the manufacturing of fiber optic
cable is just beginning to be put to the test. Pent-up
demand for fiber is increasingly putting pressure on
the supply chain. In addition, numerous factors have
contributed to production delays and delivery issues
that impact the bottom line of broadband providers
by not having the right resources in place to complete
a job. Having the necessary fiber cable, where and
when it’s needed, remains a challenge.
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INVESTMENT & TECHNOLOGY
ADVANCEMENT LEAD DRIVERS FOR FIBER
According to a report published
by Broadband Now, The Decade

LET’S TAKE A QUICK LOOK AT WHAT’S
DRIVING FIBER CABLE’S GROWTH:

in Broadband: 2020 Statistics
& Predictions, despite a decade
of explosive technological

Connectivity is playing catch-up to wireless
technology demand.

innovation and unprecedented

Wireless carriers and smartphone manufacturers are

governmental spending, there

building to 5G, the “so-called” next generation of mobile

remains a vast digital divide in

Internet. 5G will not only power our cell phones, but

the U.S. Fiber optic connections

also the Internet of Things (IoT), which will even allow

may make up the majority

your refrigerator to send you an email when its filter

of the internet’s backbone

needs replacing.

infrastructure, but the futureproofed connection is still only

The worldwide number of IoT-connected devices is

available to 25 percent of the

projected to increase to 43 billion by 2023, an almost

U.S. population.

threefold increase from 2018. Most of this increase will
rely on wireless broadband connectivity that is currently

THE WORLDWIDE NUMBER
OF IOT-CONNECTED
DEVICES IS PROJECTED TO

INCREASE TO
43 BILLION BY
2023

not able to support all of these devices. That’s where fiber
optics will come into play. Not only are wireless carriers
increasing speeds and feeds by upgrading existing cell
backhaul and building new wireless networks – even dark
fiber to the tower – but also small cell and DAS for densely
populated areas.

Metro networks continue to see investment.
Fiber providers continue to build out infrastructure to
support metropolitan network needs. Whether that’s
in the form of new connectivity or over-lashing existing
facilities, growth in this market remains strong as regional
players continue to expand their geographic territories.
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Growth of municipal ownership
of networks.
Despite the private sector making investments
to dramatically expand broadband access in
the U.S., challenges still remain. Many markets
remain unserved or underserved. Others don’t

EPB’s fiber optics system, which EPB launched

benefit from the kind of competition that drives

in 2009 with the assistance of a $111.7 million

down costs and improves quality. To help fill the

federal stimulus grant, has helped generate

void, hundreds of towns and cities around the

an estimated 9,516 jobs and has lured an

country have developed their own locally-owned

extra $244 million in business ventures using

networks.

the fiber-optic network, according to a study
by University of Tennessee at Chattanooga

Municipal fiber-to-the-home networks are

Economist Bento Lobo. The study also

becoming more prominent because of

estimates that Chattanooga has helped attract

increased demand for modern audio and video

$110 million in research projects and saved

applications, which are increasing bandwidth

businesses $260 million in improved power

requirements by 40% per year. Over the past

reliability from 2010 through 2020.

few years, these municipal networks have
encouraging competition, fostering consumer

Data center construction and
refurbishing have accelerated.

choice, and driving local and regional

According to TechNavio, the data center market

economic development.

is poised to grow by USD 519.34 billion during

emerged as a critical tool for increasing access,

2021-2025, progressing at a CAGR of over

Rural electric utility markets spike.

21% during the forecast period. The growth

For more rural communities, the broadband

is based on the rise in adoption of multi-cloud

digital divide has become intolerable. Cue the

and network upgrades to support 5G during

rural electric cooperatives, which have recently

the next few years.

become a hot spot for federal funding.
A key element of its success, no matter the
A great example of the benefits for electric

market, is a strong facility infrastructure. A

co-ops to build fiber facilities is the network

DLA Piper survey found that infrastructure

built by EPB, the Chattanooga, TN, electric

improvements have become somewhat of

utility, which has generated nearly $2.7 billion

an “arms race” for technology organizations,

in economic benefits since it was built

and the need for high count, diverse fiber

more than a decade ago.

connectivity is a necessity.
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Federal investment is in full swing.
Opportunity Fund (RDOF). This fund began with

Traditional carriers and dark fiber
providers continue to push the
benefits of fiber to the last mile.

the ambitious goal of addressing the lack of

The telecommunication carrier industry is

adequate access to digital networks for those

included in many of the drivers above but

in rural America.

also deserves special mention. A number of

In early 2020, the FCC launched the Rural Digital

providers are building Small Cell Sites and Cell
The plan involves an investment of $20.4 billion

Backhaul Builds for the wireless carriers, as well

over ten years to finance high-speed broadband

as providing the fiber density to many of the

networks in rural areas that are unserved or

data centers. Regardless of the application, all of

underserved. The RDOF Phase I auction gave

them are in a very aggressive push to increase

180 bidders $9.2 billion over ten (10) years to

their fiber route miles and position themselves

provide broadband connections.

better in every market that their networks touch.

As detailed in a Condux blog post, this initiative

Fiber to the X continues to grow.

will, “drive build-outs in areas where, previously,

While fiber is the fastest home internet option

it didn’t make financial sense for the carrier.

by far, availability is still scattered. Due to the

From a revenue generation and ROI perspective,

high cost of installing fiber service directly to

deploying networks in rural areas with few

homes, even major cities are still predominantly

potential customers, the cost per subscriber

served by cable. Chicago, for example, only

was prohibitive.”

has 21% fiber availability as of 2020. Dallas has
about 61% — and that’s actually high availability

With only the initial phase underway, with

compared to other major metros in the US.

additional rounds of funding to follow, RDOF
will incentivize telecommunication firms and

Despite these statistics, cable operators and

organizations to expand their focus from

start-up Internet providers continue to build

the exclusive and heavily populated urban

out fiber facilities to the home. Many are still

environments to include rural areas.

aggressively expanding their networks, pushing
fiber past more than 26 million homes with

“In relation to densely populated urban

more than half of the 1,000 FTTH providers in

communities, the fact that rural areas are

North America expected to be offering a Gigabit

underserved presents a chance to capture

within 5 years.

a large portion of this specific market. As the
RDOF progresses, companies will be reminded,
of the opportunity presented to them, and
more firms will attempt to develop their
business in rural areas.”
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THE NEED FOR
FIBER ALLOCATION
With these market drivers increasing demand, the
next two years will ensure long lead times for fiber.
Other factors – such as fiber or glass shortages,

ABOUT COMSTAR SUPPLY
Comstar Supply is a national distributor of
outside plant product and expertise for the
telecommunications and utility industries.
Since its founding in 1994, the company has
built an extensive inventory from industryleading suppliers to help carriers and
contractors deliver high-speed broadband

manufacturer slowdowns or system-wide upgrades,

and power networks. Through its facilities

or other mitigating circumstances – will also

in Philadelphia and Raleigh, the company

influence production.
If you or your company is engaged in any of the activities

serves a diverse customer base including
contractors, broadband and electric utilities,
transportation, and government entities.

described above, proper planning is necessary so that you

With more than 25 years of experience,

have the right equipment and resources at the right time,

we’ve learned that the most important

and at the right locations, to maximize time and revenue.

secret to our success is providing a

The key to combat any mitigating factors for carriers and

customer experience like no other. Our

contractors alike is to be planning for your fiber needs
12-18 months in advance. Allocating fiber with a wellpositioned distributor should be your number one priority.
This would eliminate price volatility, lead time fluctuations,
and supplier uncertainty.

dedicated employee base provides
outstanding customer satisfaction, unique
attention to detail, and a focus on making
it easier for customers to work with us.
The company has built an experienced
management team with extensive
telecom and OSP knowledge in

Comstar Supply is well positioned with fiber and all of the
major product lines that accompany installation. It has
created a customized solution that takes the guesswork
out of your outside plant needs and allows for a smooth

distribution, manufacturing, marketing
and customer care to support its enduser customers. With a goal of providing
the communications industry with the
necessary materials to successfully

transition from planning to construction. We work with

complete projects in a timely and

our customers to tailor a system that allows us to

cost-effective manner, Comstar Supply

distribute fiber facilities monthly based on your needs,

is uniquely positioned as a true

while allowing for additions or subtractions on your orders.
This arrangement not only provides the security of having
your most critical resource (fiber) but also allows flexibility
regardless of market conditions.
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distribution partner.
Please visit us at www.comstarsupply.com
to learn how we will go the last mile to
power your business.
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